Costing systems and activity based costing.
Learning objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe the building block concept of costing systems
distinguish between job costing and process costing
outline a six-step approach to job costing
describe three guidelines for refining a costing system
describe the distintive feature of activity-based costing
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Cost assignment

Direct costs:
can be traced to the
object in an
economically feasible
way.

Cost tracing:

Indirect costs:
cannot be traced
economically

Cost allocation:

Cost Object:
anything for which a
separate measurement
of costs is desired.

Cost pool: a grouping of individual cost items. (i.e. Cost of operating a car)
cost allocation base: a factor that is the common denominator for linking an indirect cost or group of
indirect costs to a cost object. (i.e. Direct labour costs)
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Job costing and process costing systems.
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Job costing in service organizations using actual costing of an audit engagement as an example.
General approach to job costing
Here we assume that the accounting firm for a fee of $86 000
1. Identify the job that is the choosen cost object. (annual audit of financial statement)
2. Identify the direct costs for the job.( each auditor keeps a direct time record. Here we assume
800 hours of work at $51.00 an hour)
3. Identify the indirect cost pools associated with the job. (This pool consists of a variety of
individual costs that can often only be computed on an actual basis at the end of the year.
Suppose those indirect costs amount of $4 990 000 for other labour related costs plus $ 7 700
000 for non-labour related costs= $12 690 000.)
4. Select the cost allocation base to use in allocating each indirect cost pool to the job. (the base is
professional labours-hours. Total labour-hours worked that year were 270 000.)
5. Develop the rate per unit of the cost allocation base used to allocate indirect costs to the job.
Actual indirect cost rate = actual total costs in indirect cost pool
actual total quantity of cost allocation base
= $12 690 000
270 000
= $47 per professional labour-hour
6. Assign the costs to the cost object by adding all direct costs and all indirect costs.
Cost per hour # of hours
Direct job costs traced
professional labour
Indirect job costs allocated
audit support
Total

total

51

800

40 800,00 $

47

800

37 600,00 $
78 400,00 $
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Product cost cross-subsidization (undercosting or overcosting)
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Refining costing system
Guideline:
1. direct cost tracing. Classify as many ot the total costs as direct costs as is economically feasible.
2. Indirect cost pools. Expand the number of indirect cost pools until each of those pools is
homogeneous.
3. Cost allocation bases. Identify an appropriate cost allocation base for each indirect cost pool.
Refinement via increasd number of direct cost pools

Five categories of direct costs
1. Professional partner labour: $100 per hour
2. professional manager labour: $40 per hour
3. Information specialist labour: $35 per hour
4. Phone/fax/copying
5. travel
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refinement via increased number of indirect cost pools and cost drivers.
Indirect cost pool

Allocation base

1) general audit support

$25 per professional labour-hour

2) liability insurance

15% of professional labour compensation

3) secreatarial support

$18 per professional partner labour-hour
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